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Abstract 
Hocking [1976] in his excellent review uses this data set to illus-
trate same techniques for analysis and selection of variables. We inject 
same subject matter considerations to lead to a more satisfactory model 
for prediction. 
- . 
1. INTROWCTION 
e The data is extracted from Motor Trend [1974] in an attempt to predict gasoline 
mileage (MPG) for 1973-74 automobiles. Ten variables measuring various aspects of 
the automobile design and performance were recorded on 32 automobiles: 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Variable 
Engine Shape [Straight (1), V (0)] 
Number of cylinders 
Transmission type [Manual (1), Auto (0)] 
Number of t'ransmission speeds 
Engine size 
Horsepower 
Number of carburetor barrels 
Final drive ratio 
Weight 
_Quarter mile time 
SAS Name 
Eng shape 
Cylinder 
Gears 
Nogears 
Engsize 
Hp 
Carbs 
Dratio 
Weight 
Qmtime 
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Hocking's [1976] analysis suggests that the subset (3,9,10) may be best for pre-
diction. This model is difficult to interpret and the absence of variable 5, Engine 
size, is surprising. The purpose of this study is to inject some subject matter 
considerations (and even let the data lead) to obtain a better model for prediction 
and thereby answer questions posed by Hocking [1976]. 
2. VARIABLE ANALYSIS 
Other possible factors that might influence, or could be used to predict, gas 
mileage in addition to the 10 variables considered could include: 
a) Further aspects of load; e.g., power accessories like air conditioning, 
pollution devices. 
b) Class of automobile; e.g., sport, luxury, compact, sub-compact, country 
of manufacture. 
c) Further aspects of performance; e. g., power /weight ratio, maximum. speed, 
carburation, engine tuning. 
~ The power/weight ratio was added to the data set as variable 12 and calculated as 
Hp per wt. = Hp /weight. 
This particular sample of 32 automobiles is hardly a "representative" sample 
with a bias to exotic, non-U.S., automobiles with 7 Mercedes, a Porsche, a Ferrari 
and a Maserati. We note also that the Mercedes 240D has a diesel engine and the 2 
Mazdas with rotary engines are coded as V6 engines in Hocking's analysis. So we 
may not expect a very useful or portable predictor model to emerge. (We have not 
corrected these to enable direct comparisons with Hocking's analyses.) 
Plotting is a much neglected technique in variable analysis and subset selec-
tion. Plots, using SAS76, of MPG against the 10 variables in Hocking [1976] are 
sketched in Table 1. These plots indicate possible functional relationships and 
provide visual infor.mation on the need and type of transformation required, if any. 
Particular note is made of differences between different models from the same 
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manufacturer which di1"f·er in only a few of the variables. We also luok at ead:t -vari-
~ able to check whether its range covers the range of' interest. This is summarized 
in Table 1. 
Variable* 
Weight 
Engine size 
Hp 
Qmtime 
e Dratio 
Number 
of' gears 
Trans.mission 
type 
Engine 
shape 
Cylinders 
No. of 
carburetors 
Hp/wt 
Nature 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Cont. 
Tabl~ 1: Variable Summary 
Plot 
(sketch) Relationship 
Near 
straight line 
Curvilinear 
Curvilinear 
Straight line 
Straight line 
Possibly 
curvilinear 
Straight line 
Straight line 
Straight line 
Curvilinear 
Curvilinear 
Scatter 
Tight 
Tight 
Less 
tight 
Wide 
Wide 
Wide 
Wide 
Wide 
Wide 
Wide 
Wide 
* The range of' all variables was "good". 
Potential 
Useful 
Useful 
Not as useful as 
Engs;i.ze; sport, 
luxury interchanged 
Not too useful, 
outlier 
Not very usef'ul 
Not useful in its own 
regard but "standin" 
for auto class 
Not useful 
Not useful 
Not useful 
Not too useful; "stand-
in" for auto class 
Lotus outlier, 
not too useful 
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Mult.icolllne&.dty of the independent variables is indic~ted. by the high ::::i~gle 
~ correlation coefficients in Table 2 of Hocking [1976], which indicate straight line 
relationships existing among some of the variables. Evidence for curvilinear rela-
tionships are gained by plotting pairs of independent .variables. For example, the 
plot of weight against engine size shows a strong curvilinear relationship. Hp/wt 
against engine size or weight shows two straight line relationships for sport and 
non-sport automobiles. We are getting an indication that a "class of automobile" 
variable should have been included. 
wt I .. , ··. U. S • luxury 
.r-
Engsize 
Weight vs. Engsize 
Hp/wt !.-.::--_.- _____ . sport 
Wt or Engsize 
Hp/wt vs. Engsize or Weight 
Hocking [1976] points out that from eigenvalue analysis of X'X there is a 
strong linear relationship between Engsize, Carburetors, Weight (5,7,9) and possi-
bly between No. of Cylinder, Hp, Qmtime (2,6,10). This together with our discussion 
of the usefulness of each variable would suggest dropping No. of Carburetors (7) and 
No. of Cylinders (2). 
The relationships between MPG and the independent variables show straight line 
relationships for most of the variables. Subject matter considerations suggest 
engine size to be important. The curvilinear relationship (Fig. 1) with MPG sug-
gests using a transformation. Again plotting was the tool. Log (MPG) was better 
1. 1 
than (MPG)2 but (MPG)3 was best, indicating a cubic polynomial in engine size would 
be worth trying. (Transforming Engsize rather than MPG because of its straight 
line relationships with other independent variables, and stopping at cubic because 
the quartic term was not significant.) 
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T'nus, exa:m.i.n.a.t~on of the plots and subject :rr..atter considerations suggc:::t dis-
e carding 7 variables: 
3 Trans.mission type 
1 Engine shape 
2 No. of Cylinders 
7 No. of Carburetors 
8 Dratio 
12 Hp/wt 
10 Qmtime 
and adding 2 variables: 
11 (Engine size)2 
13 (Engine size)3 
leaving the 6 variables: 
e 5 Engine size 
ll (Engine size)2 
13 (Engine size)3 
9 Weight 
6 Hp 
4 No. of Gears 
as the variables that "look good". 
3. SUBSET SELECTION 
We have reduced the contending variables for a prediction equation by evaluat-
ing the variables using plots and subject matter considerations. These are all pre-
statistical and pre-regression/subset selection package considerations. It is now 
e a simple :matter to choose the ''best" predictor subset from these six variables. 
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We will, however, proceed without the benefit of the reduction (but not the 
~ addition) in the data set and run all 13 variables in various regression/subset 
selection packages, as this is unfortunately closer to the way users proceed. 
In the absence of prior knowledge of cr2 we obtain an estimate using the "Near-
est Neighbour Technique" (NNT) in order to see how well the predictor equation is 
doing. The nearest neighbour classes are indicated on the data printout and give 
an estimate of cr2 as S2 = 4.46 with 17 degrees of :freedom. This is quite high and 
results because of the variation between automobiles :from even the same manu:fac-
turer differing in only a :few (and often only one) variable and yet differing by 
, as much as 5 mpg. One has only to scan the plots noting, :for·example, the Mercedes 
450SE (Sedan), 450SL (Roadster) and 450SLC (Coupe) with 16.4, 17.3 and 15.2 mpg, 
yet differing only in weight and Qmtime. Similarly, the Fiat 128 records 32.4 mpg 
while the sport coupe Xl-9 records 27.3 mpg. 
All data are analysed in standard :form, so that X'X is the correlation matrix, 
to enable direct comparisons with Hocking's [1976] analyses. The estimate of cr2 for 
the scaled data isS~ = S2 /il26.047 = 3. 96- 3 [The intercept is :forced into the 
equation when the variables are standardised so we must adjust the degrees of :free-
dam :from the output (this would have been unncessary if models with intercept had 
been run, with SS(Intercept) = 0) by adding 1 to regression d. :f. and subtracting 1 
:from error d.:f.] 
Running the "full model", i.e., with all 13 independent standardised variables 
gives RMS14 = ~2 = 3.01 x 1Qr 3 < S~ = 3.96 x 10-3 , the NNT estimate. So we are well 
in the ball park. 
SAS76 Stepwise procedure with Forward Selection, Stepwise, Backward Elimination 
and Maximum ~ were run. The results are summarised in Table 2. 
e e e 
Table 2: Comparison of Techniques in SAS76 ~tepwise Procedure 
on Standardized Variables 1-13 
Forward Selection ~ Backward Elimination {BEl Maximum R2 {Max R2 2 
p Variablesl Si€f RMS x10S R2 Variables Sig RMS xlOS R2 Variables Sig RMS Xl03 R2 
2 Weight *~~ 8.24 • 75 Eng size ~~ 9·35 .72 Weight ** 8.24 ·75 
3 Cylinder i~i~ 5.85 .83 (Engsize) 2 -~~~~ 7.12 ·79 Cylinder i~* 5.85 • 83 
-cylinder 
Hp/wt 
Q,mtime, 
4 NS 5.60 -~ (Engsize)3 *;~ 4.38 .88 (Engsize) 3 * 5.34 .85 
-Weight, 
-Q,mtime 
5 (Engsize)3 NS 5.05 .86 H;E * 3.64 .90 
Engsize, 
(Engsize) 2 , Hp * 3.64 .90 
6 Eng size NS 4.97 .87 Hp/wt NS 3.42 • 91 No. of gears i~* 2.88 
·93 
I 
7 (Engsize) 2 ** 3·83 .90 Cylinder NS 3.42 .91 Dratio NS 2.81 . 93 ()) I 
8 Hp NS 3·52 • 92 Carbs NS 3.16 .92 Q,mtime NS 2.80 ·93 
-Q,mtime 
9 No. of gears 3.01 ·93 Weight 3.04 ·93 Carbs, Cylinder 2-77 • 93 
10 Carbs 2.94 .94 Gears 2.94 • 94 Qmtime 2.84 
-94 
ll Dratio 2.91 .94 Qmtime 2.82 • 94 
12 Q,mtime 2.96 .94 Eng shape 2.82 .94 
13 Engshape 2.98 • 94 No. of gears 2.92 ·94 
14 Gears 3-01 ·95 Dratio 3.01 -95 
l The column headed 'Variables' indicates the variables added or deleted (-) as p is increased. 
2 NS, *, il-lf- indicate the significance level of the last variable added >5%, 5%, or lofo. 
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Notablt! feC::l.tu..r·t!s include the wide difference bet-ween FG and DE. FG and :Jt;::p-
e wise, which terminated at step 2 (p = 3), remained locked on weight and cylinder 
-
which are the best subsets for p=2 and 3. FS shows a "jolt" at p=7 when (Engsize) 2 
is <:Ldded. BE is very similar to Maximum R2 , giving the same subset for p = 5 with 
RMS = 3.64 X 10-3 • Max R2 makes a significant leap for p =6, giving RMS = 2.88 x 10-3 • 
Max R2 picks the best subsets for p = 2, 3, is partially locked in for p = 4, but re-
covers f'ully by p = 5 . 
Summarizing the discussion, we tabulate in Table 3 the best subset of each size 
found in these analyses together with their C value. p Recall a subset with C s p p 
is a candidate for prediction. 
Table 3 
r1 Variables (Standardized) RMS xl03 c 2 p p 
2 Weight 8.24 54.4 
3 Weight, cylinder 5.85 30.6 
4 Engsize, (Engsize) 2 , (Engsize)3 4-38 16.8 
5 II II " ' Hp 3.64 10.8 
6 II II II II No gears 2.88 4.9 
7 II II II II II Dratio 2.81 5.4 
' 
l p is the number of variables plus one for the i.:mplicit intercept. 
a Cp = RSSP/a~ll + 2p - n = RSSP/3. 01 X 10-3 + 2p - 32 . 
Note the~e Cp values are not comparable w-ith Hocking's, which use 2k1 == 6.24 x 10-3 
Since prediction is the name of the game, a criterion for the best predictor 
subset is the subset with minimum PRESS. The suggestion is to evaluate PRESS for 
e all possible subsets. This would be 21- 3 = 8192 in this case, which would be a 
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moderate amount o:f computing. Allen has written a stepwlse procedure to be USt!d 
~ when the number of variables is large. Using this stepwise procedure on the 13 
standardised variables does not do well. Suggestions are :made in Appendix 1 on 
modifications to improve the performance. However by forcing variable 5, Engine 
size, to be in the prediction eQuation we achieve what must be the near best 
subsets for p ~ 3, given in Table 4. 
p 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Variables 
Engsize 
(Engsize) 2 
(Engsize)3 
Hp 
No. of gears 
Dratio 
Qmtime 
Table 4: PRESS on Standardised Variables 1-13 
with Engine Size Forced 
Allen's PRESS Program~ Engsize Forced 
Min PRESS Found c RMS xlcf p p p 
5 ** .3o4 65.5 9-35 
11 
** 
.252 43.1 7-12 
13 
** 
.146 16.8 4.38 
6 
* 
.131 10.8 3.64 
4 
** 
.109 4.9 2.88 
8 NS .lo6 5.4 2.81 
10 NS .lo6 6.4 2.80 
Best p-set 
Found also by 
BE 
BE 
BE 
BE=M9.x R2 
Max R2 
Max R2 
Ma.x ~ 
The graph (Fig. 1) of PRESS for the subsets considered shows rapid decrease p 
until p=6 then levelling off. This suggests the same subset (5,11,13,6,4) as 
~.ax ~ does. So v.re have some deg"t'ee of confidence in it being a good candidate for 
prediction. This is a cubic polynomial in engine size with Hp and Number of gears. 
The number of gears variable might be regarded as a "stand-in" for automobile class 
with S = sport, 4 = compact, mainly import, 5 = luxury, family. It .might be ex-
~ pected that an automobile class variable would do better. 
A 13 
•• 5 
.4 
PRESS ·3 
.2 
.1 
6 
11 
• (11, 13) 
(5, 4) 
5 :~·~~· : ~(5,11) 
·(9,2) 
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Figure 1: PRESS on Standardized Variables 1-13 
with 5 (Engine Siz~) Forced 
·(11,13,6) 
(5,13,6) 
(5,11,2) 
(5,11,7) 
·5,11, 9) 
wt 
(Eng)3 
• (5, 11,13) 
1) 
1) 
(5,11,13,6) 
(5,11,13,6,3) 
·(5,11,13,6,4) 
12) 
12) 
(5,11,13,6,4, 8) (5,11,13,6,4,8,10) 
o~----------~-----------..----~------~----------~----------~~----------~-------------2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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The residual ~lot for this predictor eQuation looks good, having a good scatter 
~ with no apparent pattern. 
... -. _, 
4. CONCLUSION 
Hocking [1976] posed the QUestion of why the ridge regression analysis "judges 
as unreliable two of the [his] three 'essential' variables". We have seen that 
Hocking's analysis does not contain all relevant variables (and neither does ours), 
but it appears that taking the curvilinear relationship of MPG with Engine size 
leads to much improved prediction subset. We note that a cubic polynomial on Engine 
size alone does better than Hocking's best subset (3,9,10) with RMS4xlcP of 4.38 and 
?·37 respectively, and that neither of these is less than the nearest neighbour esti-
mate of cr2 xloP, 3.96. 
The PRESS and Max~ analyses for p=6 coincide and this subset (5,11,13,6,4) 
appears to be the best for prediction based on: 
l PRESS levelling off, 
2 Best p = 6 subset for Max ~, 
3 RMS levelling off, 
4 Significance of ~·s at 1% level, 
5 Residual plot, 
6 c6 = 4.9 $ 6 ~ prediction candidate, 
7 Subject matter considerations, 
8 RMS6xloP = 2.88 < 3.96 = S~Xlof from nearest neighbour techniQue. 
The final validation would be an evaluation based on another data set. 
Packages and selection routines are no substitute for a combination of subject 
matter considerations and common sense. But a combination of these can be a very 
powerful techniQue • 
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APPENDIX 
Improvements to the PRESS and C Stepwise Routine 
Presently the stepwise procedure is weighted in favour of adding rather than 
deleting variables at each stage. The subset of variables with minimum PRESS ( C ) p 
is chosen from a set where the subsets with variables being added have two more 
variables than those where a variable is deleted. This can be improved by comparing 
the subsets where a variable is being deleted with its awn, rather than having it 
outclassed. This simply requires keeping account of the subset with minimum PRESS 
. -. ( Cp) for each size subset. 
The program at present performed badly on the gas mileage data set. p-subsets 
with smaller PRESS than those p-subsets worked were calculated on delete mode but 
not worked because they were compared only with subsets with two more variables. 
~ These are the subsets in bold on the graph (Fig. 2) of PRESS on the 13 standardized 
variables. Figure 2 is to be compared with Figure l in the paper, where PRESS values 
down to .106 were achieved. 
The modifications are presented in Figures 3 and 4 as a Structured Diagram. 
I also had problems with C output. p 
to PRESS ; RESS (Residual Sum: of Squares) p 
The C values computed were very similar p 
1"'2 is calculated correctly but Cp = RESSP crfull 
+ 2p - n is not (e.g., for variable 9, Weight) 
BESS ::: .05437375 
18 
32 f .253 as given in the output. 
·5 ·-
6 
u 
.4 
5 
PRESS .3 
2 (9, 3) 
9 
(9,2) 
.J 
2 3 
Note: 
·(2,7,13) 
. (9, 7,13) 
(9,2, 3) 
(9,2, 7) 
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Figure 2: PRESS on Standardised Variables l-13 
The program as it stands does not take these backward steps 
(in boldface type) although it does calculate PRESS 
for these subsets! 
(9,2,7,4) 
( 9i 2; 7' 13) 
•(9,7,13,5)f:. __ 
(9,2,7,13,4) (9,2,7,13,5,6) 
(9,2,7,13,5) (9,2,7,13,5,1) 
13) 
--- -. ~9;2,J.3., 5, ll) 
10) 
• \:' ' ' ' ' ' · (2, 7,13, 5 .. ,,u, 6 ,12) . 
• C9, 1,13, 5~u:r-- ---· c9, 2, 7 ,13, 5 ,u> 1 (9, 2, 1,13, 5,u, 8 > 
.(a,7,13,5,n)f------,9-7- 13--3--u--0-..1-...<9,2, 1 ,13, 5 ,u, 6 'j' ·(9,2,13,5,ll,6) ' . ',,, . 
•(2,5, 6, 7 ,ll,l3) _______________ -.:~ (9,2,7,13,5,ll.,6,l2) 
lj.----~ ~~- - 5 - 6--- 7 8 9 
p Variables 
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Fie11re 3: Structured Diagram for Modification to PBESS 
and C Routine 
Initialization: 
t = # of variables 
.min(p) = 1010 (or largest 
possible) 
f~r p = 2(l)t 
p 
Modification to PRESS routine 
single.variable with variable q, 
until no more 
improvement 
:min(l) = :min PBESS, (.) 
variable q, say. 
subset(1) = 9 
and 
subset(p) I 
for p = 1(l)t I 
'Delete & add (subset(l) )I 
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Figure 1 
Delete and add (subset(v)) 
where subset(v) is (a,b, •.. ,r,s) 
Drop· a, b, .• ·, r in turn, Compare with Add remaining 
leaving s in, previous (v-1) variables in turn 
and calculate :min subsets p( v+l) . = :min PRESS l (a, ... , s, · ) v+ 
(v-1) for for subset s(v+l) 
min(v-1) - p(v-1) 
subset(v-1) - s(v-1) 
Delete & add (subset(v-1)) 
Note: 1) PRESS may be replaced by C or any other selection criteria. p 
Compare with 
previous (v+l) 
subsets 
2) ·Delete & add could be further modified to delete and add more than 1 
variable at a time. 
3) Printing press values at each stage could be included. 
4) To prevent possible cycling could flag subsets already considered. 
